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https://thegenderbook.com/the-gender-book/gender-planet-poster



recent ally symbols

The Progress Pride flag was developed in 2018 by non-binary American artist and designer Daniel

Quasar (who uses xe/xyr pronouns). Based on the iconic rainbow flag from 1978, the redesign

celebrates the diversity of the LGBTQ community and calls for a more inclusive society. In 2020, the

V&A acquired a bespoke applique version of the Progress Pride flag that can be seen on display in

the Design 1900 – Now gallery.

Straight ally symbol

The straight ally flag represents unity and support

towards the LGBTQ community. The letter 'A' means Ally,

black and white stripes represent the straight flag and the

rainbow colors in the letter 'A' are for the LGBT

community.





"older" ally symbols

Rainbow tree was the symbol for a LGBTQIA+ inclusive agency program known as g.r.o.w.e.

"safe zone" especially with rainbow typically signifies LGBTQia+ safety is promised

rainbow/rainbow flags are generally considered a sign of acceptance

the lambda, greek letter L, a symbol of liberation. One often taken on by lesbian communities

the pink triangle, a symbol of the holocaust & lgbtqia+ intersections, now often seen as a symbol of queer

communities

coexist - a multi spiritual and religious sign often accepted as a representation of inclusion

"i am an ally" ribbon is used to show ally-ship 

aclu is a well known human rights agency that is very often known for helping lgbtqia+ movements &

hosts a lot of supportive, legal information 

two circles with an equal sign: used during the fight for same sex marriage as a symbol of marriage

equality

sex signs shown: male and female indicating heterosexual, female and female indicating lesbian, female and

male together indicating intersex and male and male indicating gay - typically understood to mean "all

inclusive" when presented together 


